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For a finite group G let BG denote the classifying space of G. The complex 
bordism homology theory is denoted by s2:( ) and ni( ) = a$( ) denotes framed 
bordism, alias, stable homotopy theory. The stable Hurecwicz map gives a morphism 
h:S2:( )-+a:( ) 
and we will be concerned with the determination of 
Im (I? -+ R*U(BG)} 
particularly when G is cyclic. Our results divide roughly into three parts. First we 
will show that for G = Z/p, p a prime, the group 
Im Cfif,:,_1(BZ/p) + Qyn_1(BZIp)) 
is cyclic. Next we will exhibit non-zero elements in these groups for all n, and 
finally for n = 0 mod (p-l) we will completely determine these groups (that is, WC 
find the order and exhibit a generator). The case p = 2 has been done previously by 
Roush (not yet published), so we will concentrate our attention on the case p > 2. 
I am grateful to John Ewing for several conversations about Holszager’s splitting 
theorem. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we obtain some preliminary results essential to later developments. 
Familiarity with [ lO,l] is assumed. 
Proposition 1 .I. Let X be a finite complex and 
7’ St”(X’) + Hom(Z [$, y2, . ..I. K (X)) . * * 
the map defined by 
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r[M;f]#) =f*(rEWO)~ [Ml) where rEww E K*(M) 
is the approptiate polynomial in the K theory Chern classes of the tangent bundle 
~(44) o&I!. if ham. dim. S2U$Z~(.X) = 0,l then 7 is injective. 
* 
Proof. This is a well known consequence of the Hattori-Stong theorem. D 
To simplify notations, set 
r[M,fl(rE) = TE [M,fl E K,(X) l
Note that for a framed manifold (M; @) the characteristic classes yE(r(M)) all vanish 
for E # 0. Also observe that for any [N;g] E nl;‘(X) 
r” [N gl = PC [N, gl E K*(x, 
where 
pc: a:( )+ K,( ) 
is the natural transformation i duced by the K theory orientation of MU. Putting 
these facts into Proposition 1 .I we obtain 
Corollary 1.2. Let X be a cw complex with horn. dim. ,#(X) = 0,l. Then 
pc : Im { fi$@‘) + n:(X)} + K,(X) * 
is an injection. 0 
We are also going to need a localized version of these results. To this ebld denote 
by BP the Brown-Peterson spectrum for the prime p. Recall that [ 11 
MUZ[ l/p’] 21 BP v Z2BP v . . . vIY-~BP 
and that a “natural” such splitting has been provided by Quillen. 
The K theoretic orientation of MU gives a map of spectra (NJ. Do not confuse 
UZ [ 1 lp’] with an Eilenberg Mac L‘ane Spectrum.) 
/+,R: BP-, KZ[l/p’] 
and the localized version of 1.2 becomes: 
tirohary 1.3. Let X be a cw complex with horn. dim. up 
induces an injection : 
* 
WP,(X) = 0,l. Then ppl 
where n:(X) = a:(X) and the forgetful map comes from the map of spectra 
-+ BP. 
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2. Im { sZf,r, _ 1 (BZ/p) -+ a& _ 1 (BZ/p)} is cyclic 
In order to show that the image of framed is cyclic in each degree we exploit the 
results of section 1 and the splitting theorem of Holszager, which we now recall [S]. 
Holszager’s Splitting Theorem. There is a homotopy equivalence 
xBZ/p -X, v . . . v Xp_l 
where 
Z/p : n = 2a(p-1) + 2i 
0: otherwise. 
It is apparent from examining the action of the Steenrod algebra on H*(Xi; Z/p), 
j=l , . ..p-1 that the spaces X1, . . . . Xp_l have distinct stable homotopy types. The 
space Xp_l has a concrete description we will discuss later. 
Clearly the Thorn maps 
1-1: Qy(Xi) + H, (Xi, Z) 9 i= 1 ) . . . p - 1 
are all epic, so [4, section 3 J horn. dim. nu1;2*u(Xi) = 1 = horn. dim. BP BPJXi), 
i= 1, . ..p - 1. 
* * 
Propositio;l 2.1. Let 
e*: n,“( ) -+ BP*( ) 
be the natural transform!ation coming from Quillen ‘s idempotent splitting. If X is a 
space with no p’ torsion in O:(X) then E* induces a monomorphism 
Im I.fi:(x) + a*v(X)I 
1 E* 
Im {RF(X) + BP,Q) . 
Proof. By the splitting theorem 
@(X)8 Z[l/p’] = BP*(X)@ . ..@ ~2p-4BP.JX) * 
and the diagram of spectra 
shows that under the above isomorphism 
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P-2 
Im {a:(X) + $ XziBPJX)= sl,v(x)@ Z[lip]j 
i=O 
= Im {a:(X) + BP,(x)) . 
Since Q:(X) has no p’ torsion the map 
n:(X) + qW)@ 2[1lP’l 
is manic and the result follows. Cl 
Corollary 2.2. The map 
Im (S2F(BZlp) + QY(BZ/p)) 
5 E* 
Im (SLF(BZ/p) + BP,(BZ/p)} 
is monk. Cl 
Of course the map 
afr( )-+BP ( * * ) 
is stable under suspension, so suspending and applying Holszager’s splitting theorem 
we obtain: 
Proposition 2.3. With the no tations preceding 
P-l 
Im { sZF(BZ/p) + BP, (BZIp)) = @ 
i=l 
Lemma 2.4. Let Y be a cw comples with E*( Y; Z [ 1 {p’]) # 0 and 
horn. dim. Jr2v * au(y) =O,I. Then K,(Y)OZ[l/p’] #O. 
* 
Proof. Let kZ[ l/p’] *( ) denote connective K theory afflict.d with Z [ l/p’] coeffi- 
gents. From [9] it follows that 0 + &Z [ 1 /p’] *_2( I’) a kZ [ 1 /p’] *(y) + 
H,(Y, Z[ l/p’]) + 0 is exact. Therefore m, is monk and [4, section 91 the localiza- 
tion map 
wlP’l*w+ wuP’l*(Y) 
is manic. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let Z/pm dienote the p prhwy part of Q/Z. Let A = @k Z/p” contain 
non-zero subgroups Ai <A ; i = 1, . . . k such that 
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A, 48 .a. f3Ak SA . 
Then Ai = Z/p*, i= 1, . ..k. 
Proof. Recall that 
but 
A>@ Z/p 
k 
A 2 @ Z/P l 
k+l 
Let Xi E Ai be an element of order p. Since A is uniquely p divisible so is Ai, hence 
we may define an injection 
vi: Z/p” +Ai 
Xi l 
Letting& = Imtpi we see 
Ai=Bi@Ci 
because Bi is an injective 
order p..Thus we obtain 
that 
abelian group. If Ci is non-zero it contains a subgroup of 
Z/~~...~(Z/P~Z/P)~...~Z/P<A~~...~A~~...~A~~:A 
a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 2.6. With the notations preceding 
~WP’I ,,,*Cxi> EZ z/p”v KZ [ l/P’1 odd(Xi) = O l 
Proof. According to [ 1 l] 
Kz [UP’1 ~~(#wP) = @ UP” 
P-1 
and 
G [UP’] e”&BZ/P) = 0 3 
and the result follows from Holszager’s splitting, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. Cl 
Proposition 2.7. With the notations preceding 
Im (nF(xi) 3 Bp,(Xi)l 9 i=l , . . . p - 1 
iszerofornf2imod2(p-I)andiscycIicwhennr2imod2(p-l). 
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hoof. The first assertion follows immediately upon observing 
-BP,,&) = 0 , tz$2imod2(p-I), 
while to obtain the second we note that 
Im {Qf;l(Xi) + BPn(Xi)) 
is finite, apply Corollary I .3 to get 
Im I@&@- 1)+2i(xi) + RP&7 (p- I)+ 2itxi)} 
1 
is injective, apply Property 2.7 to get KZ[ l/p’],ve,(Xi) Z= Z/p” and recall that the 
finite subgroups ofZ/$’ are cyclic. LI 
Putting all this together we obtain: 
Theorem 2.8. For each m the groups 
im @#Wp) + ~~Wlp)~ 
are cyclic. If m > 2, they are zero for m even. El 
3. Example manifolds 
It follows from Holszager’s splitting that the stable Hurecwicz map 
h : Qf2:, -I W/p) -+ H2n-1 W/p; Z) 
is surjective for 0 < n <p. It is natural to ask for this epimorphism to be made ex- 
p!icit. To this end let y 4 S2 be the Hopf bundle, and set 
NZk = S2X *.. x s2 \ / 
k factors 
r,=m 
so that & is a complex line bundle over the framed manifold (N2k ; Cp). (Recall that 
up to orientation S2 has a unique stable framing and Q, denotes the product framing.) 
Following [6, section !] the sphere bundle S&) obtains an induced framing Cp,, SO 
we receive the framed manifold (S(&) ; ak) of dimension 2k + 1. Let 
qk : Nzk + CP(k) 
classify j-k 4 NZk. 
fies <, 4 Nkk 
A routine computation shows that qk has degree k!. Since pk classi- 
we obtain a diagram 
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s’ s 
3- 
S(&) 
fk ’ 
-) s2k+l 
4 -4 
NZk - CP(k) 
Cpk 
of principal S 1 bundles. Note that the map & must have degree k! Let Z/p <S 1 as 
the subgroup of pth roots of unity. Since fk is S 1 equiva&* t we may introduce the 
diagram 
S(fk) - s 2k+l 
I 
fk 
1 
s(r”)/z,p = s($) - L(2k+l, p) = s2k+‘/ gk 
ZIP 
of p fold coverings, and thus deggk = k! Write ++l E H2k+l(BZ/p; Z) for the 
homology class represented by 
L(2k+l; p) q BZ/p 
and [S(ck) 4 S($); a] = “k+l fr E azk+l(BZ/p) for the class represented by the 
covering of framed manifolds (S&) 4 St@) ; Cpf). We then have 
&k+l) = k! ++l 
so that 
is a generator for 0 < n < p. 
It would be quite interesting to have explicit formulae for the classes 
[%ck) 4 S($)i E $k+@z/P) 
in terms of the familiar Qy generators 
&+l = Is 2k+1 4 L(2k+l; p)] E @k+,(BZ/P) . 
Conjecture. For each integer n and odd prime p the manifold [S(&_,) 5- S(<,,_Ip) ; a)] 
generates the cyclic group 
Im {a$,_1(BZIP) + ~~n-~(BZIP)) l 
This conjecture is true for 0 < tz <p by the preceding computations. In the next 
section we All show the conjecture is also true for 12 G 0 mod (p - 1). 
Remark. It has been pointed out to me by Idar Hansen that the lens space 
L(2p - 1; p) is actually framed. From the preceding and Theorem 2.8 it follows 
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w-p) 4 WpPN = (P - 0 ! Ep_1 
in ~~~p-l W/p). 
We close this section by showing the nontriviality of the groups under study. 
Proposition 3.1. Fur each odd prime p and integer n > 0 the group 
Im N$$+ 1 W/P) + #n-l W/P)1 .’ 
is non-zero. 
Proof. For n < p this has been shown above. If n 2 p write 
n=a(p-l)+b, OGbGp-1 
and observe by [7; 1.31 and [4; 5.31 that 
[cp(p - l)]ajS(Sb_l) 4 s(cb-l’) ; @I #o 
E Im (Qgn-,(Wp) + ~~n-~(Bz/~)I 
and the resuft foflows. Cl 
4. The magic dimensions 
In this section we determine the image of framed in dimensions congruent to 
-1 mod 2(p-1). 
Theorem 4.1. Xhe group 
InI @&(p_l)_l( JWP) + a&p_ *)-I W/P)1 
is cyclic of order exactly p’+‘Pe) generated by [S(S,,_lj_l) $ S(faw_lj_Ip) ; Q]. 
Proof. Recall that [6; 2.3 and the discussion preceding] 
e&Y@&__~j-l) ;+I = (-1)a@-1M2 &p-1)/2 a@_1) 
so from the work of Adams [2] 
eC[SCa~-~)-1); @I E Q/z 
generates the p component of 
a&, 1) 1 ~Falzl l - - 
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SuPPose that W~(p-~)-1) 4 “&(p-1, 1 p ; a)] does not generate the iniage of 1 
framed. Letting [fi;r J, M; a] be a generator we then have by Theorem 2.8 
for some t > 0 in Qy(BZ/p). Introduce [8] the commutative diagram 
~fr(sZlp) 
;t 
-5 qVBZ/P) 
*IA 
w * -- tQ/Z), eC 
where t(g 4 N; @) = [i?; %] - p [N ; a], then we see 
ptlAh[iiJ.M] =pfe&; %] -p[M; a]) 
II 
ec W~(p-l)-~) 4 sQp-~)-lp) ; @I 
and hence 
p t+vP(a)eC( [G ; %] - p [M; a]) # 0 E (Q/ZIP 
contrary to [2]. 
Therefore [S(S,@-1,-1) 4 W a(p_ 
claimed, and has order at least pl+v~(a j 
,_lp)] generates the image of framed as 
. 
Next we recall from Proposition 3. I that 
[wP-l)a-‘l [se 2p_3) 4 w2p-3p)1 
E Im iIn~a(p-l,-l( BzlP) + 52Ya(p-l)-l (BZIP)) 
has order p. From [8;6] 
r~([cp(P-l)a-‘] [S(f2p-3) 4 s(s2P~3)l 
= Index [CP(P--I)]~-‘IA[S({~~_~) 4 S(S2,_3’)] = k $ l 
Thus IA assumes the value 2 1 /p on a class of 
whose order is p. Since this group is cyclic of p primary order by Theorem 2.8 it 
follows that 
is manic. Finally observing that 
has order p t+V’) completes the proof. l3 
Remark. Let A,(BZ/p) C Qy(BZ/p) consist of all classes [%rM] such that 
yE[iij;Cnl]-O: E#O. 
From [ 13; Remark ] it follows that 
IA = Y’ : A 2n_.1 @Z/p) + !Q/Z), 
is manic, so A 2,z_1 (BZ/p) is cyclic. Since 
A * @Z/p) 1 Im {Q?@Z/p) + fl$Wp)) 
it would be nice to know the order of A 2,_z(BZ/p). In particular it would be nice 
to know if the above inclusion is an equality. (It is for 0 < y1< p.) 
5. closing comments 
We collect in this section a few scattered results concerning Holszager’s splitting 
theorem I First off we give two alternative descriptions of the space Xp_ 1. 
We let EP denote the symmetric group on p letters and 50: Z/p + I2 the inclusion 
of Z/p as a p_Sylow subgroup. Then, since transfer provides aone side B inverse, 
(p* : H*(BZ,; Z/p) + H*(BZl’p; Z/p) 
is injective, and if 
H*(BZ/p; Z/p) = E [u] 0 P [v] 
where u E Hl(BZ/p; Z/p), flu = v, it is readily seen that 
Im4p* -quvq @P[vP-‘1 . 
Let (ZBT,)@) denote the p primary part of ZBZp. (N.B. Since ZBCp is a simply 
connected space with finite homotopy groups it is the direct product of its ,p primary 
parts. This is a classical fact about Postnilcov systems.) The map 
xp_ 1 - ~WP + WXp)(p> 
is thee seen to be an isomorphism of Z/p cohomology, and hence we obtain: 
Proposition 5. I . With the rzotatiom precedittg 
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Corollary 5.2. For att odd prime p 
Im {@ Z,r_1(QJ + n::l_,(sr,)I @ Qp 
is zero for n $0 mod p - 1. For n = a(p - 1) it is cyclic of order p’? (aJ g werated 
P bY LS@a@-l)l xZ/pC, 4 s(Ca,@_lJ )I l 
hoof. Immediate from 5.1,4.1 and 2.3. Cl 
Another description of $-I arises as follows. Let Hol(Z/p) denote the holo- 
morph of Z/p. So there is a split exact sequence 
1 -+Z/p-+Hol(Z/p)-+Z/p-1 + 1 . 
As with Z/p q X, we may use the transfer to conclude 
Proposition 5.3. With the nota tints precedirtg 
xp_1 4 GBHol @/P))(p) 
is a homotopy equivalence. 0 
A slight extension of the above considerations arises as follows. Let q I p- 1 and 
regarding Z/q < Aut (Z/p) form the split extension 
1 -wp+H(p,q)+Z/q+ 1 l 
Then we see: 
Proposition 5.4. With the rtotatiotts preceding the rtatwal map 
$1 v x2 p-1 ( ) v l ** vxp-l 4 4 3 (=BH(p9 “‘-$)) 
is a homotopy equivalence. 0 
There are numerous questions raised by Holszager’s splitting when viewed with 
respect o the vast literature on the bordism theory of Z/p actions. We hope to 
deal with some of these in a future publication. 
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